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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the first boundary value problem (BVP) in the open set 
52 c R", with 52 bounded and C’, for the elliptic second order non- 
divergence form operator 
Lu = - i a,,(x) 
7 
,. ,= I 
&.+,,,=/l 
1 / (0.1) 
ul;, =o, 
with 
A 1512G i ui,(X)5,5jGA lt12, V < E R", (0.2 1 
i./= I 
where j., A, p are positive constants. When the coefficients are continuous, 
existence and unicity results for such problems are well known, cf. [ 18, 11, 
11; when n = 2, and the coefficients Us are only measurable, an unique 
solution u E w’.‘(Q) of the problem (0.1) exists, for every f~ L*(Q); cf. 
691. 
* This work was performed under a national research program of Italian M.P.I. (40%- 
1984). 
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On the contrary, when n > 3 and the II,, are only measurable, it is well 
known that it is not true that a solution UE I+“.‘(O) of the problem (0.1) 
exists for every ,f’~ L’(Q); cf. 1261. In this latter case only partial results 
about existence and unicity in W’~‘(Q) and the possibility of bounds as 
I/ u II w=(n) 6 K II Lu II Lqaj (0.3) 
with K = K(Q, a,,), have been obtained. 
Indeed many results have been obtained adding to the measurability and 
boundedness of u,,, or some regularity hypotheses (cf. [16, 17, 8, 13, 4, 
141) or particular “quantitative” hypotheses (Cordes-type hypotheses) (cf. 
[2, 3, 231). For an exhaustive bibliography on this subject, cf. [20]. 
Suppose cli, belonging to L’ (Q) and da,,/dx, E L”(O) for 1 < k 6 n, in 
[ 161 a bound like (0.3) is proved; in [S] this result is extended to the case 
I d k d n - 1. When the equation in (0.1) is uniformly degenerate, that is, 
u,,(-x) = h,,(-x) 4.x), h 3 0 and continuous in 52, 
2 IQ’< i h,(x)<,<,<ll ItI*, h,, E WyQ), 
,, ,= I 
(0.4) 
the first BVP is solved in q?(Q) in [lo]; this space is defined like the 
closure of C * (52) in the norm 
On the other hand, when the equation in (0.1) is elliptic-parabolic, 
with discontinuous coefficients, there is no result about the solution of the 
first BVP under reasonably general hypotheses. In the present paper we set 
p(x) for the distance from a subset S of &2 and we suppose 
YP”(x)/5126 i aJx)5it,d6~(x)1512 in 52, 
r.,= 1 
V < E R”, with (T 3 2, y, 6 positive constants, (0.6) 
i au. 
~ -3 EL”(Q), 
pyu) ax, 
Vldk<n-1, 
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where the derivatives are distributional derivatives. Using a technique of 
Troisi [25] (cf. also [l, 15]), we prove an existence and unicity result for 
the first BVP for the equation in (0.1) in a suitable weighted space (see 
Sect. 1 for more details). 
We remark that hypothesis (0.6) does not imply (0.4) because 
(~Y/ax,)(a,/p”) r$ L”(Q) for any k; the first BVP is solved with the assigned 
term ,f E L*(Q). Finally we want to stress here that from hypothesis (0.6) 
we cannot deduce aa,,/ax, E L”+‘(Q) f or some E > 0; then the coefficients 
aii do not satisfy any implicit continuity. The main motivation of the 
present study comes from the following physical considerations. 
Let us consider a membrane D in the plane R2, subjected to a pressure 
p(,u,, -x2) orthogonal to this plane. When the displacements are small 
(a.u,/a.u, < 1) the well-known equilibrium equation is 
(0.7) 
where s is the displacement. The function s(x,, x2), i.e., the stress in the 
point (x,, x,), is positive in the interior of the membrane and invariant 
with respect to the element on which it is acting, because the shear must be 
zero due to the thinness of the membrane. Hence the tensor s(x,, x2) 
degenerates in a scalar. When the membrane is supposed to be on an 
elastic soil of Winkler. there is a surface reaction force 
r(x,, x2) = - Kw(x,, x2), 
where K> 0 is the Winkler elasticity coellicient. Then (0.7) is equivalent to 
ah 
.hx,)ay, +r(x,,x*)~fp(x,,a,)-KnJ(x,,x~)=O. (0.8) 
' I 2 
The boundary r of the membrane is partitioned into two parts, r,, fr, 
with r= r, u r2, r, n r2 = @; when the membrane is constrained on r, , 
we shall have u’ = 0 on r, , and then s > 0 on r,. Instead, if D is not con- 
strained on f2, we will have s(x, , x2) = 0 on r2. Then we cannot impose 
boundary conditions on r2; and it is natural to suppose that the coefficient 
goes to zero on I’* like a power of the distance from Tz. 
We note then that generally 8(x,, x2) is continuous only in the domains 
where p(x, , x2) is continuous as well. We finally note that the solution w of 
the BVP for (0.8) is an equilibrium solution but does not satisfy the com- 
patibility equations. The solution satisfying the equilibrium equations and 
the compatibility equations is the possible maximum of the complementary 
energy, that is the possible minimum of the total potential energy (i.e., the 
sum of the elastic energy and of potential energy p(x,, x2)). 
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Let Q c R” be a bounded open set of class C’ and let us consider on it 
the nondivergence form equation 
.Yu = - i lqj(X) 
7 
r,,= I 
& +pll=j; 
1 I 
(1.1) 
with aji(x) = Q,~(x), p positive constant. Let SC i%2 with IS/,- , > 0, 
jdfLS(,,- , >O, where I IR , is the (n - 1 )-dimensional measure; we set 
p(x) = dist(x, S) = inf 1 x - y I. 
I’t s (1.2) 
Let us suppose that the coefficients ai, verify the following hypotheses of 
degenerate ellipticity and regularity: 
YP”(-u) 1512G i u,,(x) titj G W(x) I t I 2, VXE.Q,V’ER”, (1.3) 
,.,== I
a,, E LX(Q); i aLI,- E L”(O), f ax, 
Vl<k<n-1, (1.4) 
where a> 2, y, 6 are positive constants and the derivatives are dis- 
tributional derivatives. We indicate with IJL$;~(~) the closure of CX(Q) with 
respect to the norm 
We consider the following Dirichlet problem 
di”u=,f in 0, fE f.‘(Q) 
u E w2,.*w, u I r?R s = 0 . 
(1.6) 
We remark that when 1) u I/ 2,2.1j < + co, then the trace of u on XI - S exists 
and we mean the condition u 1 PR _ s = 0 just in the sense of traces. We shall 
prove the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. When hypotheses (1.3), (1.4) are satisfied and ,u is “suf- 
ficiently large,” for every f E L2(Q), an unique solution of problem (1.6) there 
exists. 
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First, we remark that the operator .Y is continuous from II$*(sZ) in 
L2(Q). In fact, for any UE Ik$i2(Q) we have, by (1.3), 
< 2 6’n4 ~Q(p”ID2u1)2d.Y+2/12J (ul’dx 
s-2 
from which we deduce the continuity of 9. We want to prove 
LEMMA 2.1. When ( 1.3), ( 1.4) hold and p is “sufficiently large,” a con- 
stant K > 0 independent on u there exists such that 
,for every u E W;“(Q) such that u I C>R s = 0. 
Proof: It suffices to state the bound (2.1) under the hypothesis of suf- 
ficient smoothness of the coefficients a,,, see [S, p. 2111. In this case we can 
deduce from [24, p. 931 and from [6] the existence and unicity of the 
solution of the problem (1.6). Let u be this solution. We set, for any x0 E Q 
and for any O<h< 1, 
Z,,(x,)= xel-2: l.x-xo 1 <$(x0) 
i I 
and we consider the following change of variables 
x=x,,+q-&x0) (2.2) 
that transforms Z,(x,) in J,(x,) = { 4: 15 -x0 I < 1) n 52, and 1&x0) in 
J,,,(x,) = { 5: I c -x,, I <t} n 52,, where Sz, is the set in which Q is trans- 
formed by (2.2). We set then ti(5)=u(x0 + (p/x,)/2)(r-x,)), and we 
obtain 
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using the transformation (2.2), Eq. (1.1) in Z,(x,) is then transformed in the 
following in J, (x0): 
(2.3 ) 
Let us multiply the equality (2.3) for (p(x,)/2)’ m(i, obtaining 
-,,F, i,j(i)(+‘)j --&-+@ti=~(+‘))2 O, (2.4) 
1 I 
where fi = &(x,)/2)’ mu. Due to (1.3), Eq. (2.4) is elliptic in J,(xO), with an 
ellipticity constant independent on x0. Using (1.3) and (1.4) we deduce that 
the coefficients h,, = 6,,(r)(p(x0)/2))” are bounded by a constant indepen- 
dent on x0 and that c%,/c?~, E L”(J,(x,)) for 1 6 k <n - 1. Let D% the 
second gradient of ti with respect to 5; from [S, p. 211, Theorem 2.11, we 
deduce the existence of a constant H > 0 depending only on y, 6 and on the 
norm of ah,,/X,, 1 G k d n - 1, in L”(J,(x,)) such that 
+ IID la2c.,,(\-o)) 1 (2.5) 
Due to (1.4) we can choose the constant If independent on x0. Using the 
inverse transformation of (2.2) in (2.5), multiplying for (P(x~)/~)“~~, 
squaring, and integrating over Q we obtain 
[i 1 
l/2 
Mxo)“--“‘~) II D2u II ~.q/le,)) I’ dxo R 
< H’ 
[I 
cP(xo)r’* II .f II L2,J,(.YO),12 hl * 
+ j Cdxo)” 2 -“I2 l141L~(,,(~“),12 dxo R 
c 1 
l/2 
+ R Cd-~0)” ’ ‘v~ ~IWL~,,,~~~~H~* dxo (2.6) 
where H’ = H’(y, 6, I( ( l/p0)(&zjj/8x,) (I LnrRj), 1 d k 6 n - 1. We recall now 
the following Troisi’s inequality [25]: 
.4 j IP”(X) g(x)l’~x R 
dB s r2 IP”(x) &)I2 & (2.7) 
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where s > 0, g E L’(Q), 0 < h < 1 and A, B are absolute positive constants. 
Using (2.7) in (2.6) we deduce 
where H” is a positive constant depending on the same parameters from 
which H’ depends. On the other hand, from (1.1) we obtain 
and then, integrating over Q, 
Using the Holder inequality we have 
From (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain then 
u2 < (n” d2W2 + 1) [i-J2+i,u2]. 
Equations (2.8) and (2.10) prove the lemma. 
(2.10) 
3 
Let us consider the following problem 
-P"(X) t 
a% 
-+pLU=f 
i. , = , a4 axj 
on Q, f E L2(Q), 
u E w$‘( Q), u I(>Q ~ ,y = 0. 
(3.1) 
The following is well known (cf. [24]), 
PROPOSITION 3.1. When p is “sufficiently large,” for every f E L2(Q), a 
unique solution of problem (3.1) exists. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.1. 
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For z E [0, 1) we consider the following family of operators 
From Lemma 2.1 we deduce immediately 
PROPOSITION 3.2. When (1.3), (1.4) hold and ,a is “sufficiently large,” a 
constant K > 0 independent on u and T exists such that 
II u II 2,2.,, d K II Lu II ~w)r 
fbr every u E u/;;2(Q) such that u I C,C2 s = 0. 
From Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, using the “method of continuity along a 
parameter”, cf. [ 13, p. 1133, we obtain the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. Instead of hypothesis(l.4) let us suppose that 
a,, E L” WI; 
r?a 
-‘< 
A 
ax, PI” (3.2) 
with A a positive constant, for 1 d k d n - 1. Then we have the same con- 
clusion of Theorem 1 .l. In fact we remark that if (3.2) holds, the coef- 
ficients b,(l) have bounded derivatives with respect to tk by a constant 
independent on x,,, for 1 < k 6 n - 1. 
Then we shall use again Theorem 2.1 p. 211 of [S] to obtain (2.5). 
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